Small-wares addenda

Q- What type of silverware do you use, Medium weight or Heavy weight?
A-Medium Weight.

Q- What is the difference between Spoon - EE and Spoon DZ?
A-EE spoon is small and DZ is regular size.

Q-In the first set of steam table pans that begins on page 25, are those all amber or are they all metal?
Then I'd assume the second group on page 26 is clear plastic designed for cold use? Any sort of clarification would be helpful. If it's easier, I can just price all metal pans, all amber, and all clear pans.
A-If it is plastic it will say plastic or amber in the description otherwise all others are metal.

Q-Specific item numbers for the plates and bowls and pitchers would be really helpful since these can vary a lot. Specifically, the last three items on page 26 and the first three on page 27.
A-Cambro bowl rd 8” red CAMBRSB8CW40
Cambro bowl rd 8” black RSB8CW110
Carlisle cup 5 oz red EE 550110
Carlisle plate 9” tan EE KL20025 instead of the black, please note we are wanting tan for this particular item, not black.
Carlisle plate 6 ½” tan We do not use
Carlisle pitcher 32 oz EE FG333600CLR

Q- Are the Cambro items on page 27 round or square containers?
A-Square.